Abstract. In order to looking for the fault of rock drilling hydraulic pump, the data of pressure and flow can be collected, from which wavelet analysis was used to find characters of the fault. So a new rock drilling pump fault diagnostic model by SVM was based on the energy value of the data deal with wavelet analysis. The results of regression show that the accuracy rate of SVM2 was higher than SVM1, and different core functions can get different regression accuracy from which RBF core function was better than others.
Introduction
Rocking drill machine is used to tunnel drilling and bridge construction and mine operation. The most rocking drill adopt hydraulic methods to finish the drilling mission. So how to diagnose the hydraulic pump fault correctly is very important.
Traditional diagnose process is depend on the maintenance engineer,from which the incorrect results can be get easily.So how to solve the problem by artificial intelligence become the goal of many scientists. Wei Bin [1] established a diagnose model for grab by secure clustering algorithm; Jiang Wanlu [2] form a diagnose model by prove theory and multiple data fusion; Li Guo pin [3] established a diagnose model for grab by BP neural network;
The rate of hydraulic fluid and the pressure of cylinder are the main characters of the process for diagnosing hydraulic pump. Because the signals of pressure and the rate of hydraulic fluid are complex from which much noise accompanied.So this article try to adopt wavelet analysis method to explain the signals according hydraulic pump fault of rock drilling.By the energy values of wavelet layers,the diagnose model for hydraulic pump of rock drilling is established based on support vector machine(SVM) and binary tree algorithm; [2, 4, 5] 
2.Diagnose Model

2.1.wavelet analysis
Wavelet analysis is a kind of effective signal analysis method,from which useful information can be shown by different layers according to frequency of signal.
For rigid situation of rock drilling,the signal of hydraulic pump with all kind of noise,wavelet analysis is better to deal with it. So,based on the energy values of wavelet layers,the diagnose model for hydraulic pump of rock drilling is established on support vector machine(SVM) and binary tree algorithm;
SVM algorithm
SVM is a new technology of data mining,and a new tool for machine learning using optimization method to solve the problem,which Is the effective way to overcome "dimension disaster" and "learning" Deng difficult. The basic principle of SVM is through the definition of the inner product function properly, the training data set of the mapping from the input space to a high nonlinear feature space (Hilbert space), the sample can be classified in the linear space. And then SVM find the optimal linear classification the new space. [3, 4, 6, 7, 8] SVM The kernel function:
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The linear kernel function:
Polynomial kernel function:
2.3.Binary tree SVM algorithm
It is effective for SVM to solve the small sample learning and nonlinear problem of machine learning on better optimize algorithm.The principle of which is introducing appropriate inner kernel function and the simple data is projected to mult-dimension space,which is linear to classify the mult-dimension simple,and the optimizational result can be get.
By binary tree mult-classification ability, the mult-classification model based on SVM and binary tree algorithm is established,which is shown by Fig.1 . To classify the given simple into k kinds,setting learning simple as following [7] :
(1) For the four factors simple to binary tree(F,P,SVM,SC),the following equation can be get. F is the final point,which is due to k; P is the diagnosing order: 
Experiment Research
It is aimed at the faults for hydraulic pump of rock drilling such as pump's loose slipper fault,hydraulic cylinder wear fault and port plate wear fault,which the diagnosing model based on SVM and binary tree algorithm to measure the model classification ability. [12, 13, 14] In the course of experiment, PCI6114 data acquisition card is used to get the pressure and the rate of flow value,for which the characters employ each layer energy value by wavelet analysis method.System structure as Figure 3 
Conclusion
Wavelet analyze can get effective information from experiment data, and diagnosing model base on SVM and binary tree algorithm owns the ability to judge the fault of Rocking drill pump.
